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What is mask efficiency? Mask efficiency refers to the percentage of a 3-ply mask that is filtering of airborne particles. Asgard
masks have been proven and tested to provide an efficiency of 99.9%.Our mask is made of soft and comfortable materials that
would fit into every pocket of your pocket and make sure it does not get damaged. Mask is a must have for every person in the
office, hospital, school or college or a family. Mask is a must have for every person. It is specially designed to provide
protection and comfort to patients and people who are using it for the first time. We have used our quality control and cutting
edge technology to make it the most comfortable mask with a view to all our customer's satisfaction. This mask is is extremely
useful for operating room, surgery, emergency room, treatment rooms, dentistry, pediatric and maternity ward etc.
Specifications: Brand: Asgard; Type: Surgical Disposable Mask; Material: 85% Nylon/15% Spandex; Size: Unisex; Pattern:
Plain; Color: Blue; Recommended Use: Operating room, surgical, emergency, treatment rooms, dentistry, maternity ward etc;
Application: Protect yourself from the harmful and hazardous agents; Highly effective filter performance: it keeps your face
free from harmful bacteria, viruses, germs and other harmful agents; A disposable mask is ideal for safe surgical procedures;
Provides privacy and patient comfort; Removes moisture and provides breathable comfort; Gentle design so it fits comfortably
and doesn't irritate your skin; Soft and comfortable; Long lasting product.... Less Asgard Heat-Proof Disposable 3 Ply Surgical
Mask (Green, Without Valve, Pack of 100) for Unisex ; You Save: ₹601.00₹601.00 (60%) ; Inclusive of all taxes. What is
mask efficiency? Mask efficiency refers to the percentage of a 3-ply mask that is filtering of airborne particles. Asgard masks
have been proven and tested to provide an efficiency of 99.9%.Our mask is made of soft and comfortable materials that would
fit into every pocket of your pocket and make sure it does not get damaged. Mask is a must have for every person in the office,
hospital, school or college or a family. Mask is a must have for every person. It is specially designed to provide protection and
comfort to patients and people who are using it for the first time. We have used our quality control and cutting edge technology
to make it the most comfortable 82157476af
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